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A B S T R A C T   

Islanded mini-grids with batteries are crucial to enable universal access to energy. However, batteries are still 
costly, and how to select and operate them in an optimal manner is often unclear. The combination of variable 
climates with simple and low-cost passive thermal management also poses a challenge. Many techno-economic 
sizing tools usually consider simple battery degradation models, which disregard the impact of climatic condi-
tions and operating strategy on battery performance. This study uses a semi-empirical Li-ion battery degradation 
model alongside an open-source techno-economic model to capture key insights. These are used to inform simple 
state of charge and temperature-based current derating strategies to increase lifetime. We demonstrate that such 
strategies can increase battery lifetime by 45% or 5–7 years in commercial systems already operational. It was 
found that, irrespective of climatic conditions, 80–90% of capacity fade can be attributed to calendar aging, due 
to low C-rates. SOC-based derating was found to be the most effective strategy, with temperature-based derating 
being less effective at extending lifetime and also leading to increased blackout periods. These results highlight 
the importance of accurate degradation modelling to achieve lifetime extension through improved operational 
strategies.   

1. Introduction 

Access to modern energy services is a crucial step for socio-economic 
development, with positive implications for quality of life and income 
generating activities [1]. In 2015, this led the United Nations (UN) to 
develop a Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) of universal access to 
affordable, reliable and modern energy services by 2030 [2]. However, 
recent estimates indicate that 840 million people still lack access to 
electricity [3]. 

Since many of those lacking electricity access live in remote and 
sparsely populated regions, decentralised means of electrification are 
likely to be more cost effective than national grid connection. As such, 
the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimate that more than 40% of 
people gaining access to electricity by 2030 will do so through isolated 
mini-grid systems, almost 90% of which will be powered by solar pho-
tovoltaics (PV) [4]. However, mini-grid systems remain capital 

intensive, and the cost of electricity produced by them is higher than 
national grid tariffs in many regions [5,6]. Since many of those lacking 
access to electricity also lack access to capital, reducing costs of mini- 
grids remains a significant barrier to their widespread deployment. 

Batteries are a key cost component of mini-grids, often accounting 
for more than one third of capital expenditure (CAPEX) [6]. They are 
also typically the first component to fail and require replacement [7–9]. 
However, their degradation is complex, and practitioners working to 
provide energy to communities newly gaining access to electricity (en-
ergy access practitioners) often do not have a strong understanding [7]. 
This can lead to poor decisions being made, such as use of lower capital 
lead-acid batteries rather than longer lasting lithium-ion batteries, 
increasing lifetime costs and greenhouse gas emissions, or batteries 
being operated in such a way as to bring about more rapid degradation. 
Tools to inform choice and operation of batteries could have substantial 
implications for cost-effective choice and operation of battery 
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technologies in mini-grid systems. 
In an academic setting, understanding of, and development of ac-

curate models for degradation in lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries is pro-
gressing rapidly. In the case of Li-ion, there are a number of 
electrochemical, thermal, and mechanical degradation mechanisms that 
contribute to battery aging. Degradation models can be used to inform 
practical, model-informed derating strategies, which limit the charging 
and discharging rates of a battery in order to minimise degradation [10]. 
These are typically based upon SOC and temperature, already monitored 
by a typical Li-ion battery management system (BMS) [10]. This pro-
vides the potential to implement such strategies without the need for 
additional hardware in new mini-grid systems, and potentially to 
introduce them into existing mini-grids at low cost by updating the 
current algorithms in the BMS, the charger, or the system-regulator. 
However, until now these models have had limited application in the 
islanded mini-grid context. 

2. Literature review 

There are numerous studies that discuss degradation mechanisms 
and their underlying mechanisms. The most significant mechanisms are 
the growth of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) [11], which is 
accelerated at high state-of-charge (SOC) [12] and high-temperatures 
[13,14], and lithium plating, which is accentuated by high-currents 
and low-temperatures [15]. Several studies have demonstrated a link 
between SOC and degradation. Wikner and Thiringer [12] found that 
battery lifetime could be increased by up to 130% by reducing the 
maximum SOC. Samad et al. [16] found that a higher SOC resulted in 
more rapid capacity fade, and that re-defining the SOC window of a 
hybrid electric vehicle managed to reduce battery pack-size by 16% 
without influencing battery lifetime or vehicle performance. Battery 
state-of-health (SOH) is an important metric for understanding the 
extent of degradation, with methods being developed to accurately 
determine this in operational systems [17,18]. Degradation models for 
use in system design have shown much progress in recent years in terms 
of accurately describing these mechanisms, and accurately calculating 
their contribution to degradation based upon accurate monitoring 
environmental conditions and battery usage [11,19]. 

There are only a few studies in the literature on derating algorithms 
applied to charge and discharge periods. Barreras et al. [10] presented 
an overview of these algorithms in the context of Li-ion batteries for 
electric vehicles (EVs). Sun et al. [14] investigated the impacts of 
derating temperature, SOC, current and charge cut-off voltage on cal-
endar and cycle lifetime for Li-ion batteries although did not consider 
the impacts of derating in a specific application. In both instances, 
temperature was found to be the most important parameter for 
extending lifetime. More recently, Schimpe et al [20,21] demonstrated 
that a novel degradation model-based derating strategy was able to in-
crease Li-ion battery lifetime by 65% with negligible reductions in the 
performance of a grid-connected solar battery system. 

To date, there have been no studies investigating the implications for 
the energy access community. However, the ability to improve battery 
lifetime without the need for purchasing additional equipment is 
particularly attractive for industry stakeholders as obtaining funding is 
often difficult for energy access projects [7]. Furthermore, the ease of 
implementation of such strategies i.e., not requiring expensive and time- 
consuming retrofits means that existing systems could be improved with 
little to no system downtime, and at minimal cost to the system owner. 

There are a number of software packages that have been developed 
to assist with the design of mini-grid systems in an energy access context. 
Amongst the most widely used is the commercial software, Hybrid 
Optimisation of Multiple Energy Resources (HOMER), which is used in a 
number of studies associated with mini-grid design [6,22,23]. However, 
without code visibility, commercial software presents challenges for the 
scientific community regarding transparency and reproducibility of re-
sults [24]. Open-source models for the design of mini-grid systems have 

also been developed [5,24,25] to allow energy access practitioners to 
design cost optimal systems, using multi-year approaches to allow for 
better planning of load growth [26]. Many such models also consider 
battery degradation [26,27] and the underlying mechanisms that cause 
it. Ding et al. demonstrated how a PV-battery microgrid controlled with 
a temperature dependent battery degradation model was able to extend 
battery lifetime by 26%. However, this model is for lead acid batteries, 
which have much shorter lifetimes and degrade in a different manner to 
Li-ion batteries. An understanding of battery performance is a particu-
larly important aspect of system design [8,24]. 

To avoid cost and complexity, simple heuristic-based and/or linear 
battery degradation models are often used in developing sizing and 
operational strategies for off-grid systems [28], especially in the context 
of Li-ion batteries whose degradation is highly cell specific and non- 
linear. This simplification may lead to sub-optimal decision-making, 
increasing cost and emissions associated with the provision of electricity 
[7]. Studies in the literature show how energy access practitioners are 
using empirical data from remote monitoring of systems to inform 
strategies to increase battery lifetimes [29]. Whilst these can provide 
low-cost insights, purely empirical analysis provides limited insight into 
the factors influencing degradation [30], which makes them somewhat 
reactive in their ability to minimise battery aging. Other studies have 
developed sizing methodologies that integrate degradation models for 
solar home systems [9]. However, these studies focus on the sizing 
problem without considering the operating strategy or impact of cli-
matic conditions on battery performance. 

3. Contribution 

This paper seeks to bring together a techno-economic model for 
mini-grid simulation and optimisation (CLOVER) [31] with a state-of- 
the-art full battery simulation model (FBSM) in order to assess the po-
tential for these tools to improve practice around energy storage in an 
islanded mini-grid context, in order to increase their cost-effectiveness. 
In doing so, it focuses on the following three questions:  

• How do predictions of semi-empirical degradation models differ 
from simple linear models often used for planning by energy access 
practitioners?  

• What are the implications of differences in climatic conditions for 
battery degradation? 

• How far can battery lifetime be improved by implementing opera-
tional strategies designed to increase lifetime? 

The first two questions are addressed by the application of the two 
models in a context based upon real load and climate data. The final 
question is addressed by means of the development and application of 
derating strategies suited to these particular contexts, and the calcula-
tion of the impact of these derating strategies for degradation. This 
represents the first application of degradation aware derating strategies, 
coupled with a technoeconomic model and real demand data, in an 
islanded mini-grid context, leading to valuable new insights on how to 
cost-effectively choose and operate battery systems. Although the 
guidelines are expected to hold up in a wide range of applicable sce-
narios relevant in the energy access industry, a validation of the pro-
posed guidelines can be performed for new scenarios. This can be 
completed with this study as guidance. 

4. Methodology 

To answer the questions outlined in the introduction, this paper 
draws together four pillars: 1) case study data, comprising measured 
mini-grid load data alongside temperature and solar insolation data for 
two locations in the global south 2) the optimisation framework, for this 
study, the open-source Continuous Lifetime Optimisation of Variable 
Electricity Resources (CLOVER) model is used to determine cost-optimal 
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PV and battery sizing [31]; 3) the battery degradation model, in this case 
a semi-empirical model for a lithium iron phosphate (LFP) cell devel-
oped by Schimpe et al. [11] to calculate battery degradation; and 4) the 
operational strategy, which constrains battery charge/discharging rates 
under certain conditions in order to minimise degradation. Pillars 3 & 4 
are considered part of the FBSM which was used to evaluate battery 
performance. The following section outlines in detail how each of these 
elements have been used in the context of islanded mini-grids. A sum-
mary flowchart is shown in Fig. 1 below. 

Key variables explored in this study are summarised in Fig. 1. 
Degradation rates emerging from the two battery degradation models 
are compared across two climatic conditions. The reduction in these 
rates when one of two derating strategies are implemented is then 
calculated and compared to the case with no derating. 

4.1. Case study data 

In general, the battery degradation will depend primarily upon how 
it is cycled, and ambient temperature. In a solar microgrid, this in turn 
will depend upon electricity demand profiles, solar generation profiles, 
and climatic conditions. These will vary between microgrids with 
different designs in different contexts. To assess the implications of 
improved battery modelling for mini-grid design and operation, repre-
sentative data for load, generation, climatic conditions, and system 
sizing are required. Measured hourly, averaged load data for an opera-
tional mini-grid system in Gitaraga, Rwanda, has been made available 
by the system operator. 

These load data are combined with temperature and insolation data 
from two locations with different climates obtained using renewables. 
ninja [32,33]. The first of these is Gitaraga, the site from which load data 
was taken (tropical savanna climate), and the second Bhinjpur, India 
(humid subtropical climate) where a mini-grid system is also deployed 
[34]. Global locations and associated temperature ranges for the two 
locations are shown in Fig. 2, and are substantially more variable in the 
humid subtropical climate. The same load data was used for both case 
study locations to demonstrate the impact of the differing climatic 

conditions in isolation. 
Quantitative results and the value of the proposed derating approach 

too will vary between geographical contexts. However, these questions 
remain of relevance, and could be addressed using our approach with 
local data. Only one demand profile is considered in this paper (derived 
from a deployed microgrid system), but broadly similar charging cycles, 
characterised by low C rates with a slow charging phase through the day 
and a slow discharge through the evening, have been reported in 
microgrids across contexts [35]. Two climatic conditions are considered, 
one in a humid subtropical region with a more extreme, hotter climate, 
and one in a tropical savannah with a more constant temperature pro-
file. This indicates the value of the derating approach across climatic 
contexts (more important in the hotter region). There is a broad corre-
lation between regions where energy access remains a challenge and 
hotter regions with a greater solar resource [36,37]. As such, it may be 
expected that derating will be as important to extending battery life in 
many of these locations as in those considered in this paper. Where 
demand profiles which include higher C rates, for example due to high 
power productive use applications, quantitative results and optimal 
strategies for derating may also change. However, they could be assessed 
using a similar methodology, and would be expected to be at least as 
influential for battery life. As such, findings in considered case studies 
may be expected to have relevance to a broader range of contexts where 
electricity is provided by a microgrid system. 

4.2. Optimisation framework 

To understand implications of improved battery modelling for mini- 
grid design and operation, it is also necessary to develop battery 
charging profiles for a realistic system simulation. For this purpose, 
CLOVER is used to determine cost-optimal PV and battery sizing for a 
mini-grid system under the conditions described above [5,38,39]. 
CLOVER uses historical solar generation data alongside input data for 
financial, environmental, and technical parameters to simulate perfor-
mance and optimal configuration of a mini-grid system (input values for 
these parameters are provided in Table S1). CLOVER also provides a 

Fig. 1. Flowchart summarising the approach taken and scenarios explored.  
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battery capacity fade estimation using a linear cycle model that will be 
discussed in Section 4.3. The model also considers PV degradation [25], 
however this is not the main focus of this article. 

In this study, CLOVER is used to find the optimal PV and battery 
storage size for a system through minimising the levelized cost of used 
electricity (LCUE) shown in Eq. (1). This differs to the levelized cost of 
electricity as it does not consider electricity that is generated, but not 
used by the system. This minimisation proceeds subject to the constraint 
of ensuring the system is able to meet load requirements for 90% of 
operating hours (i.e. less than 10% of hours with a blackout). Having a 
reliability of less than 100% is more common in an energy access 
context, where solar and storage mini-grids start to become very costly 
when achieving >95% reliability [5]. The shedding of some load is 
typical in an isolated solar mini-grid system, where the cost of devel-
oping a system to meet 100% of load is prohibitively expensive 
(although in some cases a backup diesel generator may be used to make 
up the shortfall) [5,9,40]. 

LCUE =

∑n

t=1

1
(1+r)t (Ct + Ot + Ft)

∑n

t=1

1
(1+r)t UEt

(1)  

where n represents the total number of simulation years, t represents the 
simulation year, r is the discount rate, Ct, Ot and Ft represent capital, 
operational and fuel costs respectively. UEt is the annual used electricity. 
The model is then used to simulate energy flows in this optimal system 
over twenty years of system operation, providing hourly data on power 
flows into and out of the battery system over this period, in addition to 
battery degradation according to a simple linear model. 

4.3. Battery degradation modelling 

SOH is used as a figure of merit in battery degradation modelling. 
SOH can be defined in terms of capacity fade and/or internal resistance 
increase, depending on the application. In the context of islanded sta-
tionary energy storage, where power demand is typically low and energy 
stored is the bottleneck, it is always defined in terms of capacity fade. 
Therefore, in this paper, SOH was defined as the proportion of the bat-
tery capacity that is currently available relative to its initial capacity, as 

shown in Eq. (2). 

SOH =
Actual Battery Capacity
Nominal Battery Capacity

(2) 

In this study, the battery is assumed to have reached its end-of-life 
condition at 80% SOH, which is the most common threshold assumed 
in the literature [41]. In general, Li-ion battery degradation shows a 
combination of non-linear and quasi-linear characteristics that can be 
roughly divided into three stages [42]. A 70–80% end-of-life (EOL) limit 
generally ensures the absence or limited presence of highly non-linear 
and accelerated aging effects [11] during the third stage, where per-
formance drops rapidly and becomes more difficult to predict and 
guarantee. 

The non-linear nature of battery degradation inevitably leads to 
forecasting errors when linear models are used. This is true even under 
uniform and moderate operating conditions, i.e. normal ambient con-
ditions and moderate constant currents and SOC operating windows, 
which are the scenarios usually described in battery datasheets [43]. 
This error may increase under conditions that differ from those, which 
can lead to arbitrary parameterization depending on how limited the 
access is to experimental degradation data beyond the usual information 
provided in datasheets. 

In this study, both linear and non-linear degradation models are 
used. The linear model is parameterized using datasheet information 
about degradation under uniform and moderate operating conditions 
where possible. The non-linear model is parameterized using experi-
mental data from extensive lifetime test studies, including storage and 
cycle tests. 

Within CLOVER, a simple battery aging model is used to predict 
SOH, assumed to decline linearly with cumulative energy supplied by 
the battery [25]. This may be represented as follows: 

SOH(Ecum) = 1 −
Ecum

Ncyc∙(SOCmax − SOCmin)Enom
δbatEOL (3)  

where Ecum represents the cumulative energy supplied by the battery, 
Enom represents the nominal energy of the battery pack, δEOL

bat repre-
sents the capacity fade at the EOL condition, Ncyc represents the ex-
pected number of cycles before the battery reached its EOL condition, 
and SOCmax and SOCmin represent the maximum and minimum SoC 

Fig. 2. Mini-grid system characteristics. (a) Locations of the two case studies, (b) location of the Tropical Savannah case study (c) location of the Humid Subtropical 
case study (d) temperature profiles associated with these locations, (e) schematic of the minigrid investigated. 
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within the battery operating window. 
Degradation calculated using this simple model is compared with 

that calculated using the more sophisticated FBSM, described in detail in 
references [11 and 42]. The FBSM consists of coupled electrical, ther-
mal, and non-linear semi-empirical degradation models to represent a 
multi-cell battery system, whilst accounting for external conditions and 
internal heating associated with charging and discharging of cells. A 
semi-empirical model was selected for the study as it provides a good 
balance between model accuracy and computational time. Physics based 
models often require extensive parameterisation and are often compu-
tationally costly, whilst purely empirical models are limited in their 
ability to provide insight into the influence of individual degradation 
mechanisms such as SEI growth and Lithium plating. Therefore the au-
thors chose to use a semi-empirical model which was parameterized 
using experimental data from a Sony LFP-graphite cell [44]. The model 
has been validated and has been shown to be able to predict capacity 
fade for a Li-ion cell under a wide range of temperatures and operational 
conditions with a relatively low-capacity prediction error of less than 
1% and as such is able to accurately represent capacity fade for the cell 
in question. 

In this case, the battery degradation cannot be easily represented as a 
function of a single variable, as it depends on the operational history of 
the battery. 

The degradation model included in the FBSM considers 2 main types 
of capacity fade. Calendar aging is a non-current dependent calendar 
aging mechanism associated with growth of the SEI leading to loss of 
cyclable lithium. Cycle aging on the other hand is a current dependent 
cycle-based aging, associated with a range of mechanisms described in 
detail in Han et al. [45]. As will be shown later, cycle-based aging has a 
relatively minor impact for cases considered in this study. The model 
calculates calendar aging as a function of both temperature and SOC and 
three forms of cycle aging mechanism, which depend upon charge/ 
discharge current in addition to temperature and SOC.  

For Eq. (4), total capacity loss, QLoss for the battery is the sum of 4 
separate capacity fade mechanisms. Where QL, Cal represents calendar 
aging and QL, Cyc, HighT, QL, Cyc, LowT and QL, Cyc, LowT, HighSOC represent 
cycle aging under high temperature, low temperature, and low tem-
perature high SOC conditions respectively. For Eq. (5), k represents a 
stress factor for each degradation mechanism. It is assumed that there is 
no active thermal management system, and that the battery system is 
directly subjected to the ambient temperatures of each case study. T, 
SOC, and Ich represent temperature, state of charge, and charging cur-
rent at time t. The SOH of the battery at a given time t may be deter-
mined by summing degradation over previous timesteps as follows: 

SOH(t) = 1 −
∑t

0
δLoss,t (6) 

The model was developed by performing multiple calendar and 
cycling aging tests through a temperature range of 0 ◦C to 55 ◦C. Stress 
factors impacting degradation were established under different condi-
tions and fitted using Arrhenius and Tafel equations. The semi-empirical 
degradation model is validated up to a SOH of 80% through a dynamic 
current profile based on real-world application in a stationary energy 
storage system, showing a capacity prediction error below 1% [11]. The 
interested reader is referred to the original paper by Schimpe et al. [11] 

for more information on the experimental procedures, parameterisation 
and validation of the degradation model. 

4.4. Operational strategy 

Derating is the practice of limiting the performance of a battery to 
ensure safe operation or to prolong lifetime [10]. Here it is used to limit 
charging and discharging currents under conditions that will accelerate 
degradation. A total of three scenarios were investigated for each loca-
tion. These consisted of 1) a baseline with no derating, 2) SOC-based 
derating, and 3) temperature-based derating. 

The strategies used have been illustrated in Fig. 3, where the SOC and 
temperature-based derating factors, DF(SOC) and DF(T), defined in Eq. 
(7) below 

DF(SOC) =
Maximum dis/charge current available(SOC)

Maximum dis/charge current allowable
(7)  

DF(T) =
Maximum dis/charge current available(T)
Maximum dis/charge current allowable 

In practice, determining the maximum current allowable is not 
straightforward. Therefore, in order to explore how derating can 
improve lifetime, the maximum current available for both DF(T) and DF 
(SOC) was set as the maximum C-rate that was found to occur during the 
CLOVER ten-year simulation of 0.24C. This is simply obtained through 
analysing the CLOVER charging and discharging current over the life-
time of the system to find the maximum current that occurred. Whilst 
setting this parameter itself could be subject to its own article, the 
maximum C-rate from CLOVER was used to ensure that the derating 
strategies explored here could have a meaningful impact on battery 
usage in this case study. The maximum dis/charge current allowable is a 
function of T or SOC, and was set to create the derating profiles show in 
Fig. 3. These were set using knowledge on how Li-ion battery degrada-

tion occurs, i.e. charging under low temperatures, cycling under high 
temperatures and from extreme SOC conditions however their perfor-
mance hasn't been optimised. The authors plan to look at the optimal 
setting of the maximum current available paper in future work. 

SOC derating was developed to achieve an average SOC around 50%. 
This is to avoid high and low SOCs which have been shown to signifi-
cantly increase Li-ion degradation as previously mentioned. Tempera-
ture derating limits charging and discharge rates at high and low 
temperatures, where cycle aging occurs more rapidly. Temperature 
derating whilst charging is much stricter than for discharging to avoid 
lithium plating during charging under low temperatures. Charging and 
discharging current under high temperatures are also limited to avoid 
accelerated degradation due to growth of the SEI layer. Ambient tem-
perature is used here, assuming the difference with battery temperature 
to be negligible given low C-rates in this application. Where C-rate is the 
battery charging/discharging current relative to its nominal capacity 
(1C = full discharge in 1 h [46]). 

Derating can have positive implications for battery lifetime, but 
negative implications for system reliability due to the current limitations 
imposed. A more restrictive operating strategy leads to a higher prob-
ability of load not being fulfilled. However, the negative implications of 
this can be offset by the economic advantages. Additionally, since many 
solar mini-grid systems exhibit some periods where demand cannot be 
met by design (known as lost load), potentially supplementing these 

QLoss(T, SOC, Ich,QTot,QCh) = QL,Cal(T, SOC, t) +QL,Cyc,HighT(T,QTot)+QL,Cyc,LowT(T, ICh,QCh)+QL,Cyc,LowT ,HighSOC(T, ICh, SOC,QCh) (4)  

QLoss(T, SOC, Ich,QTot,QCh) = kCal(T, SOC)⋅
̅̅
t

√
+ kCyc,HighT(T)⋅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
QTot

√
+ kCyc,LowT(T, ICh)⋅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
QCh

√
+ kCyc,LowT,HighSOC(T, ICh, SOC)⋅QCh (5)   
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periods with backup diesel generation, and derating strategies typically 
limit rates of charge/discharge rather than total capacity in use, they 
may be expected to shift times of lost load, rather than increasing its 
overall magnitude. To quantify the implications of derating for system 
reliability, the unmet energy fraction and number of blackouts were 
recalculated in CLOVER after the derating algorithm was run. In prac-
tice, there may be cases where increasing battery size such that derating 
strategies may be used without loss of performance, will be a more 
economically beneficial approach. 

5. Results 

5.1. System design and simulation 

Hourly energy demand associated with the mini-grid under consid-
eration is shown in Fig. 4, alongside simulated energy flows associated 
with a cost-optimal system to meet this load as modelled using CLOVER. 
Sizing and performance parameters associated with this system are 
indicated in Table 1. 

For the baseline scenario shown in Fig. 4, the battery charges during 
the day whilst there is solar PV available, and discharges in the evening. 
Energy input to the battery decreases around 11 am as the system ap-
proaches 100% SOC. Throughout the day, the load is met directly by the 
PV system, and the battery discharges to meet an evening peak and 
continued load through the night. C-rates associated with this battery 
operation are relatively low, reaching a maximum of 0.24C either when 
charging or discharging. Low C-rate is due to the electricity being used 
slowly over a period of hours rather than rapidly as seen in other ap-
plications such as electric vehicles. 

5.2. Battery degradation 

Fig. 5a shows a comparison of capacity fade between the linear 
model of battery degradation (Eqs. (2)–(4)), and the FBSM. According to 
the linear degradation model, the system operation presented in Fig. 4 
leads to an absolute reduction of 2.1% of battery capacity each year, 
with the battery reaching 80% SOH, (the EOL condition), after 9.5 years. 
This result is the same irrespective of climatic conditions as this model 
does not account for the impacts of temperature on battery aging. 

The FBSM leads to a non-linear estimation for capacity fade over the 
20-year simulation period, with degradation initially proceeding more 
rapidly than the linear model, then slowing over time. The EOL condi-
tion is reached after 15.4 and 11.3 years for the tropical savannah and 
humid subtropical climatic conditions cases, respectively. The later EOL 
of the FBSM is likely due to more detailed modelling of SEI growth and 
its temperature dependence, which leads to more accurate capacity 
prediction. At the end of the simulation, the FBSM suggests a SOH of 
77% and 73% for tropical savannah and humid subtropical case studies, 
respectively. Since this represents a crossover SOH region between near- 
linear and rapid nonlinear degradation mechanisms, it may be that, if 
sized appropriately, a single set of batteries could give acceptable per-
formance for the entire twenty-year simulation period. 

Fig. 5b shows the proportion of degradation attributable to different 
aging mechanisms in FBSM, before and after derating mechanisms are 
introduced. This indicates calendar aging has a much more significant 
influence on battery degradation than cycle aging, primarily due to low 
C-rates in this application. This implies that ambient temperatures and 
SOC are the two operational parameters that are most significant in 
defining the rate of capacity fade. This is associated with the growth of 
the SEI layer. 

5.3. Influence of derating on lifetime extension 

5.3.1. SOC-based derating 
SOC-based derating substantially reduces the rate of capacity fade in 

both climatic conditions. In the tropical savannah climate, SOC derating 
increases battery lifetime from 15.4 years to 22.4 years, reaching beyond 
the end of the simulation period. In the humid subtropical climate, the 
same derating strategy increases battery lifetime from 11.3 years to 16.3 
years, with the battery reaching a SOH of 78% at the end of the simu-
lation period, only slightly below the EOL threshold. 

The implementation of SOC-based derating did not result in any 

Fig. 3. Derating Strategies Implemented. a) SOC derating profile and b) Ambient Temperature derating profile. Where DF = 1 indicates no derating, DF < 1 indicates 
derating and DF = 0 indicates no current is flowing. 

Fig. 4. Hourly Average Daily Operation for Baseline Scenario (No Derating) 
from CLOVER System Simulation. Charging and Discharging Periods are shown 
as Positive and Negative Respectively. 

Table 1 
System specification results from CLOVER optimisation.  

System design output from CLOVER optimisation (baseline) 

Battery capacity (kWh)  6.5 
PV Capacity (kWp)  2 
LCUE ($/kWh)  0.54 
Unmet Energy Fraction  0.06  
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changes to the proportion of unmet load of the mini-grid system over the 
twenty-year simulation period. However, this is partly a result of an 
initial oversizing of the battery system due to the approach taken in 
optimising the mini-grid system size. Since this optimisation process 
relies on a linear battery degradation model, which overestimates the 
rate of battery degradation relative to the FBSM (Fig. 5a), the optimised 
battery system is substantially oversized at the start of the simulation 
period to be able to meet load at the end of the run (after degradation). 
As a result, the SOC window can be limited quite significantly without 
impacting the reliability of the system. Future work could focus on the 
extent to which battery size can be reduced based upon a better un-
derstanding of degradation, and the trade-off between reducing initial 
capital cost associated with a smaller battery system, and reduced 
degradation associated with an oversized system with SOC-based 
derating. 

5.3.2. Temperature-based derating 
Temperature-based derating has no impact on battery lifetime in the 

more stable tropical savannah climate, and a relatively modest impact in 
the more seasonally varying humid subtropical case study, increasing 
battery lifetime from 11.3 to 13.6 years. This is mainly due to limitations 
on charging during daytime, when temperatures are the highest, 
therefore resulting in lower SOCs being reached. As such, the overall 
effect is indirectly limiting the maximum SOC reached on a typical date, 

reducing calendar aging, with a relatively minor impact on cycling aging 
due to limiting current at low temperatures. 

Unlike SOC-based derating, implementation of temperature-based 
derating in the humid subtropical climate also increases the fraction of 
unmet energy from 6% to 7%, and the frequency of blackouts from 8% to 
14% of hours both in absolute terms. Therefore, it may be considered ill- 
suited for this application compared to SOC-based derating. 
Temperature-based derating could be more important for other appli-
cations with higher C-rates and/or other locations with more extreme 
temperatures. Fig. 6 shows the impact of derating on SOH for all sce-
narios explored. 

6. Discussion 

This study shows that a combination of four pillars for system design: 
1) the optimisation framework, 2) the case study data, 3) the battery 
degradation model, and 4) the operational strategy, can lead to valuable 
insights for practitioners operating in the energy access sector. 

It further highlights model-informed derating as a valuable low-cost 
intervention for improving battery lifetime and cost-effectiveness of 
mini-grid systems. 

A mini-grid simulation was developed in CLOVER based upon real 
load data from a mini-grid site in Rwanda, considered in tropical 
savannah and humid subtropical conditions (representative of mini-grid 

Fig. 5. Summary of capacity fade results. a) Comparison of Capacity Fade for FBSM and CLOVER for the Two Case Study Locations over the simulation period for the 
No Derating Scenario, with EOL condition shown. b) Battery state of health at the end of the simulation period for FBSM results, showing calendar and cycle aging. 

Fig. 6. SOH for all scenarios a) Tropical Savannah Case b) Humid Subtropical Case.  
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sites in Rwanda and India). A detailed Li-ion degradation model was 
used to understand the conditions influencing battery degradation and 
to evaluate the effectiveness of temperature and SOC based derating 
strategies. 

Before derating strategies were introduced, substantial differences 
between a linear degradation model and the FBSM were calculated, with 
the former projecting a lifetime of 9.5 years, and the latter ranging from 
11.3 to 15.4 years depending on climatic condition. Calendar aging was 
found to be the most significant capacity loss mechanism in both cli-
mates, progressing more quickly in humid subtropical conditions owing 
to more extreme temperatures. This indicated the substantial errors that 
can arise from an overly simplistic model of battery degradation, and the 
key role climatic conditions play in determining battery lifetime. 

A simple model-informed derating strategy designed to prevent the 
battery from entering extreme SOCs was also found to increase battery 
lifetime by up to 45% (7 years) compared to baseline scenarios with no 
operational constraints, due to avoidance of conditions that accelerate 
battery aging. This means a mini-grid operator implementing such a 
strategy could postpone costly replacement of a battery in a mini-grid 
system, reducing their overall costs of operations. Whilst quantifica-
tion of the economic benefit of this is beyond the scope of this paper, the 
savings are expected to be substantial given that the battery accounts for 
over 23% of CAPEX in the optimised system. 

A similar derating strategy preventing the battery from charging and 
discharging at high current levels when temperatures are high was less 
effective in increasing battery life. This is primarily due to relatively 
steady charge and discharge rates for the mini-grid system under 
consideration. 

7. Conclusion 

This study shows the substantial potential of semi-empirical battery 
degradation models combined with techno-economic models, when 
supplied with sufficient data on electricity demand and climatic condi-
tions, can improve battery lifetime and economic performance of mini- 
grid systems. It was shown that battery lifetime can be increased by 45% 
or 5–7 years is feasible in islanded mini-grids, with minimal impact on 
system performance. Whilst quantitative results are calculated for only 
one load profile and two climatic conditions, both of these may be ex-
pected to be similar or less benign across contexts where electricity 
access through microgrids is a viable option. As such, derating may be 
expected to be similarly important across a wide range of contexts. 
Further work should focus on better integrating the battery simulation 
model into the CLOVER mini-grid simulation and optimisation proced-
ure, optimisation of operational strategies for particular applications, 
balancing the costs and benefits of their implementation, and on the 
implementation of identified strategies in operational mini-grid systems. 

8. Future work 

Whilst this article demonstrates derating can be effective, explora-
tion of and optimisation of derating strategies is a piece of future work 
that the authors would like to explore, including how to optimally set 
current limits and SOC windows under different environmental condi-
tions and use cases. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.est.2022.104524. 
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